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MASS PROTEST IN CITY CENTRE 

Use the word given at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap 

 in the same line. 

Many................... to the city yesterday were surprised to            VISIT 

find the roads blocked by .................                                           PROTEST  

Around ten thousand people took to the streets to try to 

persuade ....................to take seriously recent warnings             POLITICS 

from ............                                                                                 ENVIRONMENT 

The protestors claim that unless something is done urgently 

about the ............of our coastline,it is highly likely that ............... PROTECT 

many .............species of bird will disappear.                                 DANGER 

Among those facing ........is the rare puffin,which has                   EXTINCT 

seen its numbers reduced enormously over the past fifty years. 

Some ................say that unfortunately it may already be too        SCIENCE 

late for this bird,but immediate action is needed to ensure 

the ...............of other rare birds.                                                     SURVIVE 

The ....................of habits all along our shores and the effects      DESTROY 

of .............warming have been blamed.                                          GLOBE 

 

  

 

 

 

  



AN APPLICATION          

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the 
same line 

Dear Mr Coco, 

Thank you for your ................ for the position of manager.                 APPLY 

I am afraid  that after a long ...........we have decided to                      DISCUSSS 

appoint someone else.We would like to explain our ...........                CHOOSE 

All of  us were a little surprised by your ............... who                        APPEAR 

came for the interview. Dressed like a clown – was the ..............        DESCRIBE 

used by one of us. A great ................ of different people work for  us  VARY 

but we thought the red nose showed a lack of .............. .We were       RESPONSIBLE 

all in .........that many of our customers would have great                     AGREE 

...................in taking seriously a manager in size 76 shoes.                 DIFFICULT 

We hope this .................helps. I would like to finish by expressing      EXPLAIN 

my ......... that you will go far in business.Show business.                    BELIEVE 

Yours faithfully, 

Justine Carter 

Personnel Manager 

 

  

 



A  MEMO  FROM  THE   MANAGING   DIRECTOR 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the 
same line 

 

I have to bring a matter to your.........                                 ATTEND   

Unfortunately we have rec eived a  lot of ..............               COMPLAIN    

from customers about late ........... of parcels.                   DELIVER          

I have come to the ..................that the new system            CONCLUDE     

we introduced last month is a complete .............                 FAIL       

This seems to be  due to a ..............of factors,but one         COMBINE     

of the most important ones is that some ...........                  EMPLOY       

are not very responsible.The union ---------say                  REPRESENT         

it´s not the workers but the .............who are at fault.         MANAGE 

What is clear is that we have to improve ............              COMMUNICATE 

within ihe company.Nowadays there´s a lot of ........          COMPETE 

in the messenger service industry and we can´t affford 

to be less than the best 

 

 

 



ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRIES 

For questions 1 – 33, read the texts below. Use the word given in capitals at the end 
of each line to form a word that fits in the space in the same line. 

Example (0): friendly 

 

AUSTRALIA 

Australia is a very 0.........................and open culture.  FRIEND 

 However, G´day – the 1 ................................. hello – is           FORMAL 

 overused by 2 ........................ . The Australians expect           TOURISM 

 one´s  work to speak for itself, that´s why they are not 

 3 .............................. by your position, title, or status.             IMPRESS 
     

Don´t arrive in town wearing the latest status symbol 

 to announce how 4 ........................... you think you                  IMPORTANCE
  

 are. Plus, Australia had 5 ........................... rushes in  GOLDEN  

 the 1850s and 1890s. Earlier gold 6 .............................             DISCOVER 

were kept quiet so chaos didn´t break out. But the 

 1848 California gold rush enticed 7 ......................              MINE 

to leave Australia, so the 1850s finding was not kept quiet. 

 

 

CANADA 

The 8 .............................................. frontier was opened in               WEST 

1885 when the Canadian transcontinental railroad  

completed its 9 ...................................... construction                        PEACE 

process. The  railroad offered cheap land so 

10 ...................................................... moved to communities             IMMIGRATE 



and established towns with citizens form the  same 

11 ................................................... countries. The settlements,          EUROPE 

along with the Inuit communities, give Canada         

12 ............................................................. diversity across its              CULTURE 

13 ....................... ............... not just in major metropolitan cities          NATIONAL 

Quebec, because it is a 14 ................................ ........ – speaking       FRANCE   

province has a very 15...................................... value system              DIFFERENCE    

from the rest of Canada, with its 16 .......................................            PREDOMINATE 

English influence. 

 

THE  UNITED  KINGDOM 

 It is important to note that the Scots, 17.................................. WALES 

and Irish are not English, and are often offended 

when referred to as such. 18 ............................, citizens  ADDITION 

of the U.K. do not consider themselves European. 

19 ..........................., they are usually grouped as such,    FORTUNATE 

due in part to their 20 .................................in the    MEMBER 

European Union. The English are very proud of their 

21 ................................. and history. This century,     HEIR 

England has produced many 22 .............................     INFLUENCE 

daughters and sons. The Beatles, Winston Churchill, 

and Queen Elizabeth ll have all played a tremendous 

role in Englad´s 23 .................................in the     PRESENT 

modern world. 

 

 

 



THE  UNITED  STATES  OF  AMERICA 

 

Many years ago business was conducted 

24 ............................................. by men. A woman´s role was         PREDOMINANT 

to 25 ............................................. the family and home                   MAINTENANCE 

26 ....................................... . Evening parties and dinnres               RESPONSIBLE 

were 27 .................................... social events with family                 STRICT 

and friends. Social registers were maintained so only 

those in the 28 ....................................... group would be                 PROSPELY 

included. A gentleman never carried his business 

card to these events. Now, business is conducted 

29 ...................................................., and women are as                  CONTINUOUS 

30 ................................................. in the business world as men.    SIGNIFICANCE 

The U. S. was founded on the work ethic  that good, 

31 ......................................., hard work is rewarded.                        HONESTY 

Because of this work ethic, 32 .......................................                   PUNCTUAL 

is highly regarded, so a cellular phone can save the 

day when automobile traffic in a major cities causes 

33 ....................................................... delays.                                  EXPECT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 



COFFEE 
 
 
Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form the word that fits the 
blank space in each line. 
Example: 0 pleasures 
 
 
One of the simplest /0/..........in life is taking time out to enjoy a cup   PLEASANT 
of coffee,and like many good things we often take it for granted -                         
 Here are some.............facts about this tasty drink.                            INTEREST            
The word coffee.........comes from Arabic ´kaweh´                              ORIGINAL 
which means strength. 
It takes only a couple of minutes for you to make a cup of coffee,but 
it takes 2000 people and more than six years from when the bush 
is planted to the time the jar reaches the shop.Coffee is drunk by one 
third of the world´s population but in many.........ways                         DIFFER             
For instance, in India,coffee  is ...........milky and very sweet               USUAL 
In Holland,the Dutch serve coffee strong with a jug  of cream, 
 sugar and a glass of water,and the Japanese serve it with a cup of tea! 
 31 billion cups of coffee are consumed each year in the UK alone, 
20 per cent of there are drunk first thing in the morning. 
Two..........of British people drink coffee daily and nearly                     THREE              
60 per cent of the UK...... have two to three cups a day.                      POPULATE 
In 1969,the first cup of coffee was served on the moon. 
Instant coffee was invented by Nestlé in 1938.Today,the Nescafé  
range of coffees are world...........with more than 3,000 cups               LEAD 
being drunk every second. 
When filming Mighty Afrodite,Woody Allen tried to save on the  
budget by cutting free coffee on the set.The crew were so up in 
arms that the ........was reversed and the cuts were made elsewhere. DECIDE 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                            
 

 



JOB  SATISFACTION 

 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line 

 

One thing that people get from their.................is, of course,                  OCCUPY     

 money..Most people wouldn´t do the job they do if it wasn´t for  

 the..............at the end of each day,week or month.However,               PAY 

the..............of people want more than just a good salary.There             MAJOR 

are many other things which add up to job satisfaction,the 

feeling of ...........you get from doing a job that makes you                     ENJOY 

happy.What people in ..............want from a job varies greatly               EMPLOY 

from person to person.For some,the chances of ............ make a          PROMOTE  

big difference.For others,working in a creative environment with             

other people makes them ..............than they would be working             HAPPY 

alone.When planning your career,you should consider all the 

...............involved in a job and decide how each one suits your             ACTIVE   

personality.If you´re considering becoming a.............,for                       JOURNAL   

example,do you like meeting members of the public? If you´re 

thinking of becoming an .................,do you enjoy detailed work            ACCOUNT   

 with numbers? Just because one job is ..............paid than                   WELL 

another,it doesn´t mean it´s the job for you. 

 

  

 

 

 



GENIUS  A PRODUCT  OF  TEACHING? 

 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line 

We all know stories about peole with  ..................                                    EXCEPTION                           

emories who have the.....................to remember hundreds                 ABLE 

of numbers after hearing them only once. Now 

experts are saying that such feats can be taught. 

For example,most people can ...............about nine                               REPETITION 

numbers if they are read out one a second. In one 

experiment,ten hours´ training .........only a small                                  PRODUCT 

.................,but the results after practicing for a thousand                     IMPROVE 

hours were ........: some people remembered 80                                    AMAZE   

or even 100 numbers. Similarly most adults can                                         

...................only about five out of a set of 21 colours                              IDENTIFY   

that are only ...........different.But after 80 training                                   SLIGHT    
  

hours one person could recognise 18 of them. 

Studies of 76 major ...........show that it took at                                        COMPOSE  

least ten years of ............training before any of                                       MUSIC 

them wrote a major work. Psychologists are 

therefore raising the .............. that genius is the                                      POSSIBLE 

product of teaching. 

 

    

 



A  BORING  JOB? 

 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the 
same line 

Many people fi nd their work rather .................I  get                     BORE       

a lot of ................from my job .Advertising can be                       SATISFY 

very ................because you have to think of new ways               CREATE 

to attract people ´s............... .The best way to do this                 ATTEND                           

 is to surprise them. ...............is boring and people                     FAMILIAR  

soon get fed up with an ............they have seen                           ADVERTISE                                    

many times before. ............they want to be                                  CONSCIOUS 

shocked. Apart from .............,the other really                               ORIGINAL 

important ............. of a good campaign  is                                    CHARACTER                                            

............... .After all if people do not remember                               MEMORABLE 

what was being advertised,they will not buy the ............ .             PRODUCE                                                                               

 

 

   



TWO  SISTERS 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the 
same line 

Although my two sisters and I have ....................mothers                      DIFFER 

we are definitely ............. .This is not just a matter of                              LIKE  

................. , though we are all small with curly hair and a                       APPEAR 

............. to ................. and put on weight. the resemblance                   TEND/EAT 

goes much further than  that. Throughout our ................                       CHILD 

we were brought  up to be very ............... and our                                   ADAPT    

ability to accept change is another .............. we share.                           CHARACTER 

Another would be ............ .We all hate parties where                              SHY         

you have to walk into a ................ of strange faces.                                 ROOM 

Being .......... like this means we are all interested in                                CONSCIOUS   

wearing .............. clothes. We often share our clothes.                            FASHION 

........... This causes arguments. We really should                                 FORTUNATE                       

to some .......... about who can borrow what from                                     AGREE 

whom when. 

 

 

 



 MY DRIVING TEST 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the 
same line 

I knew I would have to ............ my driving test as soon    TAKE 

as I saw the ...... . He didn ´t even say „hello“ and seemed EXAMINE 

very ...... . I was a little bit late I suppose as I had slightly FRIEND 

...... how long it would take me to get there. As usual in  ESTIMATE 

this ..... city all the buses were packed and I had had to CROWD 

wait more than twenty minutes before a ..... would let me  CONDUCT 

get on a bus. I knew apologising would be ..... so I just  USE 

got in the car. ..... I wasn´t feeling particularly nervous LUCK 

but this horrible man stared at me in ..... as I began to BELIEF 

drive off. I put the car into gear, but it went ..... so fast BACK 

I couldn´t believe it – straight into a wall. I was so ..... APPOINT 

when he told me I had failed that I thought I might cry. 

 

 

 

 

 



FUTURE  OF  OUR  PLANET 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line 

These days it is ............... to open a newspaper without POSSIBLE 

reading about the damage we are doing to the 

environment. The earth is being ........... and the future THREAT 

looks bad. What can each of us do ? 

 

We cannot clean up our ........... rivers and seas overnight. POLLUTION 

Nor can we stop the ........... of plants and animals. But APPEAR 

we can stop adding to the problem while ............. SCIENCE 

search for answers, and laws are passed in  

nature´s .......... . DEFEND  

 

It may not be easy to change your lifestyle ............ , COMPLETE 

but some steps are easy to take: cut down the amount 

of .......... you do, or use as little plastic as possible. It is  DRIVE 

also easy to save enery, which also reduces........ ..... HOUSE 

bills. We must all make a personal .......... to work for DECIDE 

the future of our planet if we want to ......... a better SURE 

world for our grandchildren. 

 

 

 

 

 



TO KEEP FIT OR NOT TO KEEP FIT 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of each line to form a word that fits in the 
same line 

In my family we don´t worry about ............... .I suppose                      FIT 

you could say I´m rather ........... I only eat junk food and                     HEALTH 

I never do any exercise. I´m not very .............. and I´m                       ENERGY 

completely ........... at sports. My two sisters are not                             USE 

................... to me when it comes to leading active lives.                     SIMILAR 

Neither of them has played any kind of sport since ............                 CHILD 

What they lack in sporting ability,they make up for in ........                  INTELLIGENT 

They are two of the .................. people I know.One                              CLEVER 

of them works as a research ............ and the other  designs                 SCIENCE 

 electronic equipment like ............ and mobile phones.                         CALCULATE 

They have both done extremely well in what are very 

.............. professions.                                                                             COMPETE 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SAN  FRANCISCO   

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line 

In San Francisco,the city that opens up its Golden Gate to ................  VISIT 

from near and far,you can ride an American ............treasure to             NATION 

the site of several points of civic pride.The well-known cable cars 

make their way ............... to several major tourist NOISY 

.............  in the hills of America´s  most cosmopolitan city.Visitors          ATTRACT 

walk  around and view the .............boats and other sights. FISH 

Getting there is half the fun,as motormen on the half-open  

trolleys pump the brakes ................ on the steep hills.                            FURIOUS 

A one time chocolate factory has been remodelled into a ..............          COLLECT 

of luxury shops and restaurants.And a short ............. to the                      DISTANT 

east is Telegraph Hill,where a tower offers a view of San Francisco 

and its bay. Not only is there a large ..............population in the                 CHINA 

city,but there are also communities of Italian-Americans,...............            ASIA 

and  Hispanics.The words of a popular song ......                                      PROBABLE 

say it best: I left my heart in San Francisco...... 

 

 

 

 



THE FOURTH OF JULY 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line 

It´s 0..................... on the Fourth of July to eat   TRADITION 

 red,white and blue food.Red and white is fine,but 

there aren´t many blue things,blueberries and blue 

cheese excepted,that are  ................edible.                          ACTUAL   

Although some non-Americans seem convinced that 

the American diet consists of non-stop burgers and 

hot dogs,that´s really only  .................... on  one                    TRUTH 

day a year.The Fourth of July is not the time when 

people  ....................... to gourment food.It´s an                       ASPIRATION 

eating experience,not a dining experience. 

 ....................... is the key.                                                         SIMPLE 

The menu is an  ......................one.The                                     EASE 

celebration is not  ................. without                                        COMPLETION 

hamburgers and hotdogs.Some people are  

............................... to sausage patties,served                              PART 

burger-style,in a soft bun and drenched in 

ketchup or barbecue sauce. 

Chicken is popular 8 ...................... as are pork                              OPTION 

chops and spare ribs.Those who fancy themselves 

grill-masters may try their hand at 9 ................                              VARY 

marinades and spice rubs for the chicken and pork, 

and aim to perfect their versions of barbecue sauce 

for the ribs.The more virtuoso barbecue 

10 ....................might like to add barbecued                                      ART 



sweet corn, dipped in  water and steamed in its husks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A MODERN FAMILY 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line. 

 

The Griffins  have two  .................... daughters                       YOUTH 

called Lucy and Olivia as well as two dogs and a cat. 

Danny said . Olivia´s got some  .......................                           MUSIC               

middle-names: Barbara Anne-Ba-Ba-Ba/ after the Beach Boys/ 

I stuck Barbara on the birth .............. without                              CERTIFY 

telling Lorraine.It was my Grandmoter´s name.They say 

mixing working from home and looking after two girls 

is possible with a bit of  ..................                                            THINK  

It´s a ............... thing to do. There´s always                                HARDLY 

some business needing attending to.You go to bed 

knowing your book   is full of jobs that you need to do 

in the morning.Never turning off? You have to make 

 ............................turn off,“said Danny.                                        YOU 

„For us the whole concept of quality time is 

...................... .We spend a lot of time with our                           SENSE 

kids because we work from home. A lot of that time is 

spent telling them not to take any more paper from  

the Office or  be  ............................ .Dad is on                              QUIETLY 

the phone. 

If I ´ve got a lot of work on, that´s what I´ ll do, but to be  

 ......................., they´re old enough to do                                           HONESTLY 

their own thing. I get them all sorted in the morning   and 

try and say right, you´re fed now, I ´ve got work to do, 



I try and keep the work-thing and the children-thing 

 ..........                                                                                              SEPARATELY 

For half the day I might do an  ..................                                       ACT 

with them,then I ´ll get back and do three hour´s work. 

I know it ´s .................... to them to expect                                       FAIR 

them to do their own thing – they´re moaning at me 

and I´m moaning at them and then  it ´s a vicious 

. .............................“.                                                                           CIRCLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SINGAPORE  ZOO 

Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits 
in the gap in the same line  

Sometimes the  .................... development                  RELENT 

and redevelopment of Singapore can become  

 ...................,but that is not the case for its                    TIRED 

world-class zoo and Night Safari,which are forever 

being upgrated for the better.Whatever  your opinion 

of zoos, it cannot be denied that the Singapore  ZOO 

has done an excellent job of keeping its animals as 

happy as possible-Many of the animals are free- 

ranging, and amongst the first you will encounter are 

primates famous for their  .................. such                      CHEEKY   

as gibbons,orangutans and siamangs.Also watch 

out for the proboscis  monkeys, ......................                   MISTAKE                    

for their huge red belies.These monkeys are only  

fund in the  ........................dwindling forest                         RAPID   

 of Borneo and are rarely kept in .....................,                  CAPTIVE          

so they are precious ....................to share                           CREATE       

your space. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KEYS: 

MASS PROTEST IN CITY CENTRE 

visitors, protestor, politicians, environmentalists, protection,    

endangered , extinction, scientist, survival, 

 destruction , global       

 

AN   APPLICATION 

application,  discussion, choice, appearance, description,                                 
variety,responsibility, agreement,difficulty,explanation, belief 

 

A MEMO FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR 

attention,complaints, delivery, conclusion, failure, combination, employees,  

representatives, management/managers, communication, competition, 

 

ENGLISH SPEAKING COUNTRIES 

1 informal, 2 tourists, 3 impressed, 4 important, 5 gold, 6 discoveries, 7miners, 8 
western, 9 peaceful, 10 immigrants, 11 European, 12 cultural, 13 nation, 14 French, 
15 different, 16 predominantly, 17 Welsh, 18 Additionally, 19 Unfortunately 20 
membership, 21 heritage, 22 influential, 23 presence, 24 predominantly, 25 maintain, 
26 responsibilities, 27 strictly, 28 proper, 29 continuously,  30 significant, 31 honest, 
32, punctuality, 33 unexpected 

 
COFFEE 
 
 interesting, originally, different ,usually ,spicy, 
 thirds, population, leaders, decision 

 

JOB SATISFACTION 

  occupation ,payment, majority, enjoyment, employment, promotion, 

happier, activities ,journalist, accountant, better 

 



GENIUS A PRODUCT OF TEACHING? 

 exceptional, ability, repeat,produced,improvement,amazing,identify, 

 slightly, composers,musical,possibility 

 

A BORING JOB? 

  boring, satisfaction, creative, attention, Familiarity, advertisement, 

 Unconsciously, originality, characteristic, memorability, product 

 

TWO SISTERS 

different, alike , appearance , tendency, overeat, childhood, adaptable, 

 characteristic, shyness,roomful, self-conscious,fashionable, 

 Unfortunately, agreement 

 

MY DRIVING TEST 

  examiner, unfriendly, underestimated,  crowded, conductor, useless, luckily,     
disbelief ,   backwards, disapointment 

 

FUTURE OF OUR PLANET 

 impossible, threatened, polluted, disaperance, scientists, defence/defense , 
completely, driving,household, decision, ensure 

 

TO KEEP FIT OR NOT TO KEEP FIT 

 fitness, energetic, useless, dissimilar, childhood, intelligence, cleverest 

scientist, calculator, competitive 

 

SAN FRANCISCO 

visitors, national,noisily,attractions,fishing,furiously,collection,distance, 
Chinese,Asians,probably 



THE FOURTH OF JULY 

 traditional,  actually, true, aspire,  Simplicity,  

 easy, complete,  partial, option,  

 various,  artists 

 

A MODERN FAMILY                                                                                         

 young, musical,  certificate,  thought  hard, 

 yourself, nonsense,  quiet,  honest, separate,  activity, unfair,  circ le                                                                            

 

SINGAPORE  ZOO 

 relentless,tiresome, cheekiness, unmistakable, rapidly,   captivity,  creatures 


